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The northern Guizhou coalfield exhibits complex geological conditions and well-developed structures. Hard rock formations are damaged by faults, causing frequent water inrush accidents. To study the damaging effect of faults on roof key strata and the mechanism of water inrush accidents, this paper chose the 5914 coal mining faces of the Longfeng coal mine as the engineering background, determined the water inrush source and key strata through field investigation, hydrochemical analysis, and theoretical calculation, and used RFPA-flow numerical simulation software to simulate the hydraulic coupling effect. The characteristics of the shear stress, damage degree, and hydraulic gradient were analyzed, and finally, the high-density electrical method was employed for simulation verification. The results indicated that the key stratum can control water inrush, but under the influence of faults, the roof forms multiple separation layers, and several sudden increases in displacement occur (the sudden jump phenomenon). A stress concentration area is formed in the head-end tunnel through the fault, and the number of AE events increased to 1150. The water-force gradient exhibits a uniform local large-scale evolution process, and finally, the height of the water-conducting fracture reaches 60 m through the aquifer. This height is 3 times that without fault influence. The numerical simulation results are consistent with the theoretical calculation and field analysis results, which verifies that the fault imposes a highly significant weakening effect on the key stratum, providing data support for later engineering.

1. Introduction

As the third largest coal field in Guizhou, China, the northern Guizhou coalfield is rich in coal resources, but this coalfield is located in a unique tectonic location and exhibits a complex regional geological structure, including concealed structures and karst development; coupled with the influence of the Yanshan and Himalayan movements, large-scale faults and folds were formed [1], causing the geological structure and hydrogeological conditions in the northern Guizhou coalfield to be highly complex and the types of water hazards to be varied. In particular, this coalfield is seriously impacted by karst water in roof strata [2, 3]. On August 21, 2019, the Longfeng coal mine of the Guizhou Lindong Group Mining Co., Ltd., is located in the northern Guizhou coalfield. Due to the influence of hidden faults, water inrush caused by karst cave water in the roof of the coal seam resulted in 2 deaths and a direct economic loss of more than 5 million yuan. The investigation of the accident shows that there is a fault during the excavation of the working face on June 19, and the water from goaf roof at the outlet under the mining face increased. Then, during July 22 to August 6, the roof burst several times, and on August 21, gangue and water from the roof suddenly poured into the working face, causing the accident. Nowadays, many underground projects involve water-force coupling [4, 5], and for mine water damage, the water source and water inrush channel are highly hidden. Therefore, it is necessary to
clarify the occurrence conditions of the water inrush source, action mechanism of the geological structure in regard to the water-conducting fracture, especially to study the coupling relationship between faults and the roof lithology under water-force action, and action characteristics and evolution pattern of the roof water-conducting fracture zone.

Scholars have performed much work regarding the prevention of karst water damage and the mechanism of water inrush. Based on mechanics theory, research has been conducted to determine the failure pattern of water-conducting fracture zones. Among these studies, the most representative theories include the three-zone theory [6], four-zone model [7], and key stratum theory [8]. According to the key stratum theory, when there are multiple hard strata among the overlying strata in the stope, these strata control all or part of rock mass activities, which are referred to as key strata. Based on this theory, most experts have conducted in-depth studies of filling mining, co-mining of coal and gas, prediction of water-conducting fracture zones, and other aspects [9–11]. The stress transfer path and stress distribution near key strata exhibit notable characteristics in the coal mining process [12], and the difference in the fracture deformation zone of the key stratum affects the roof waterproofing performance [13]. In addition, scholars acknowledge that the key stratum provides a good control effect on the formation of water-conducting fracture zones [14], the failure pattern of overburden rock [15], and water inrush from the mine roof and floor [16]. However, as a specific geological structure, faults are widely found in the northern Guizhou coalfield [17]. The faults destroy the continuity of coal seam and roof strata, enlarge the breaking range of surrounding rock, and seriously threaten the safe production of mine. According to statistics, 80% of water inrush accidents are related to faults [18, 19]. Faults not only control the structural morphology of water-bearing systems but also control the dynamic conditions of groundwater [20]. A lot of studies have been done on the relationship between fracture evolution and rock fracture, and it is believed that the existence of fracture seriously affects rock fracture behavior [21, 22]. When the tunnel face occurs close to a fault, the fracture activation frequency of the surrounding rock increases, and the fault can penetrate the hard waterproof layer, resulting in water inrush accidents between the surrounding rock and aquifer [23].

With the continuous development of computer technology, numerical simulation has become an important method to research the failure mechanism of roof overlaying rock and the mechanism of water inrush. The commonly used numerical simulation software programs include RFPA, UDEC, and FLAC3D. Among the above software packages, RFPA numerical simulation software is based on finite element and meso-damage statistics theory, and fully considers the heterogeneity of rock material, the randomness of defect distribution, and the influence of water on rock mass fracture development which makes it to be widely used in the study of rock fracture, roof and floor rock and failure laws, and water inrush from roof and floor of coal seam. Liu et al. [24, 25] combined the RFPA and fractal theory to study the fracture evolution characteristics of sandstone and single joint sandstone. Ma et al. [26] applied RFPA-2D to study the fracture behavior of rock mass near faults. Yu et al. [27] applied the rock fracture process analysis system RFPA-2D to analyze the dynamic development process of overburden rock failure under the influence of mining. Zhang et al. [28] simulated the hydraulic fracturing and studied the evolution law of crack propagation and acoustic emission by RFPA-flow. Wang et al. [29] used RFPA-flow to study the influence of confining pressure and pore pressure crack propagation and permeability of rock mass under uniaxial compression and, on this basis, analyzed the formation mechanism of floor water inburst channel.

Previous studies have studied the theoretical research on mine water inrush by studying the movement, deformation, and failure of roof overburden under the influence of faults and the development law of water-conducting fracture zone, but the formation of water inrush accidents involves a very complex process. Structural damage, control of key strata, and water-rock interactions constitute some of the multiple factors leading to roof water damage, and research on this aspect is scarce in the northern Guizhou coalfield. Therefore, it is necessary to select typical coal mines in the northern Guizhou coalfield as examples to study the weakening effect of faults on key strata and the mechanism of mine water inrush under the action of water and rock.

2. Engineering Background

In the Longfeng coal mining area, the strata are gently sloping, and the geological structure is simple, but a concealed structure is developed. During the exploration period, 11 hidden faults were exposed through drilling, and more than 100 small hidden faults were revealed. Coal seams in the area mainly occur in the Upper Permian Longtan Formation (P3l), and the average thickness of the Longtan Formation reaches approximately 98 m, belonging to marine and continental cross-deposits. At present, the main mining target is the 9# coal seam. The direct roof of the 9# coal seam is silty mudstone, and the upper part comprises siltstone or fine sandstone. The direct floor is argillaceous siltstone, while silty mudstone and siltstone occur locally. The overlying water-filled aquifers include the Yulongshan Member of the Triassic Yelang Formation (T1y2) and the Upper Permian Changxing Formation (P2c). The vertical distance between coal seam no. 9 and the bottom boundary of the Changxing Formation limestone karst water aquifers is 34.98 m, and the thickness of the Changxing Formation aquifers ranges from 24.13 to 35.50 m, with an average thickness of 29.44 m. In the absence of atmospheric water supplementation, the water level of the aquifer remains stable at approximately 50 m. The roof lithology of 5914 working face is mainly determined according to borehole ZK2-5 and drilling data of advanced geological exploration. The rock formation combination and rock parameters are shown in Figure 1.

The mining face of the Longfeng coal mine adopts the backwall-type mining method, and the roof mining method is adopted to manage the roof. Meanwhile, the 4# and 5# coal seams above the 9# have not been mined. The roof is stable and does not easily collapse, which plays an obvious controlling role on rock stratum activities, and the key stratum...
features are obvious. However, during the advancement of the 5914 working face of the 9# coal seam, several water gushing and slurry collapse events occurred in the roof, and the water outlet of goaf roof under mining face increased on June 19, 2019. The subsequent investigation determined that there occurred an east-west fault fracture with a dip angle of 43° and a length of 12 m above the roof in this accident. This fault is located below the key stratum, which resulted in a connection between the aquifer and C9 coal seam, thus causing the aforementioned water inrush accident. A field geological survey found that there were several similar concealed faults east of the 5914 mining face, and small faults were connected with the F1 fault traversing the northern and southern parts of the mining area, which became a potential risk factor in the later advancement process. An overview of the 5914 working face and the accident site is shown in Figure 2.

3. Determination of Roof Water Damage Source and Key Strata

3.1. Determination of Water Hazard Sources. To further determine the source of water damage, before the arrival of the heavy rainfall period (thus excluding the influence of external water sources on the water sample composition under the action of precipitation), outlet water point S-1 below the working face, water interception point S-2 in a 300 m borehole in the 5914 working face, and water seepage point S-3 at the no. 11 support (the water intake point is shown in Figure 2) were considered, and water samples of the overlying aquifer were analyzed to determine the water quality. The results are listed in Table 1.

- The mass concentration of Ca$^{2+}$ in the gushing water at S-1, S-2 and S-3 ranged from 3.55 to 48.42 mg L$^{-1}$, and the mass concentration of K$^+$ + Na$^+$ ranged from 101.06 to 129.06 mg L$^{-1}$. Moreover, the hydrochemical type of the S-1 and S-3 samples is HCO$_3^-$·SO$_4^2$·Mg·K + Na, and the hydrochemical type of the S-2 sample is HCO$_3^-$·SO$_4^2$·Mg·K + Na·Ca. Comparison reveals that the ion concentration in the water samples is similar to that in the Changxing Formation aquifer, and the water chemical type is consistent, indicating that water inrush in the 5914 mining face stems from the Permian Changxing Formation limestone karst water aquifer in the roof.
3.2. Determination of the Key Stratum. Because of the different properties of coal and rock, the breaking patterns of the rock strata are different from those of the fully mechanized mining face. The overall weight of the overburden is borne by hard and thick rock strata, which can control the roof collapse distance and are collectively denoted as the key stratum [8]. The position of the key stratum is determined according to equation (1), and a corresponding calculation model is shown in Figure 3.

If the 1 to m hard strata are deformed but the m + 1 stratum is not deformed, the latter hard stratum then constitutes the second layer. Since the strata are deformed from the first layer to the m-th layer, the load on the hard strata in the first layer [30] is

\[ q_{(m+1)} = \frac{E_i h_i^3 \sum_{i=1}^{m} h_i r_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} E_i h_i^3} \]  

(1)

where \( q_{(m+1)} \) is the load of the m-th rock layer on the hard rock layer; \( h_i \) is the thickness of layer i, m; \( r_i \) is the bulk density of rock layer i, MN/m\(^3\); and \( E_i \) is the elastic modulus of rock layer i, GPa.

It is assumed that the m + 1 layer is another hard layer. Since its deflection is smaller than that of the lower layer, the m + 1 layer does not synchronously deform with the lower layer. Therefore, the following applies:

\[ q_{(m+1)} < q_{(m)} \]  

(2)

Substituting equations (1) into (2), an evaluation equation of the position of the hard rock layers can be obtained after simplification as [31]

\[ E_{m+1} h_{m+1}^2 \sum_{i=1}^{m} h_i r_i r_{m+1} \sum_{i=1}^{m} E_i h_i^3 \]  

(3)

In actual assessment, the calculation starts from the first layer of the working surface and proceeds upward layer by layer.
layer. When equation (3) is satisfied, the corresponding rock layer is the first hard rock layer. The calculation process is continued upward until the top hard layer can be identified, after which the calculation is stopped. The specific location of hard and soft rock layers can be ensured through the above calculation process.

Based on geological drilling data of borehole ZK2-5 (Figure 1) and combined with the above derivation equation, it is concluded that the key stratum of the 5914 working face is a 6.57-m-thick fine sandstone layer (Figure 1).

4. Numerical Simulation of Roof Water Gushing under the Weakening Effect of a Fault on the Key Stratum

4.1. Model Calculation Method. RFPA2D-flow is a numerical analysis system based on finite element theory, which can fully consider nonlinear, nonuniform, and anisotropic changes in rock strata and karst water in the process of coal seam mining and can better analyze the evolution process of roof water damage under the coupling action of seepage and stress. The mechanical parameters of the RFPA material model of the meso-structure are based on laboratory test results, the karst mechanical parameters of the RFPA material model of the damaged and lossless elements, respectively.

Choosing the uniaxial tensile constitutive model as an example, the seepage-damage coupling equation of the element is expressed below [34]:

When the element strength reaches the tensile strength \( f_t \), the following applies:

\[
\sigma_{ij} \leq -f_t, \quad \text{(10)}
\]

The damage variable is

\[
D = \begin{cases} 
0, & \varepsilon_{	ext{tu}} \leq \varepsilon, \\
1 - \frac{f_{tr}}{E_0\varepsilon}, & \varepsilon < \varepsilon_{	ext{tu}}, \leq \varepsilon < \varepsilon_0, \\
1, & \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_{	ext{tu}}, 
\end{cases} \quad \text{(11)}
\]

where \( f_{tr} \) is the residual strength and \( \varepsilon_{	ext{tu}} \) and \( \varepsilon_0 \) are the maximum and ultimate tensile strains, respectively.

The unit permeability coefficient is

\[
K = \begin{cases} 
K_0 e^{-\beta(\varepsilon_{	ext{tu}} - \varepsilon)}, & D = 0 \\
\xi K_0 e^{-\beta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon)}, & 0 \leq \varepsilon < 1 \\
\xi^2 K_0 e^{-\beta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon)}, & D = 1
\end{cases} \quad \text{(12)}
\]

Similarly, the permeability-damage coupling equation of the uniaxial compression unit can be obtained, as shown in Figure 4.

4.2. Model Settings. The evolution process of roof water gushing under the weakening action of faults is considered. Based on the actual working conditions of Longfeng coal mine, the size of the model was set to 150 m \( \times \) 300 m, and 300 \( \times \) 600 grid cells were divided. An equivalent load of 1 MPa of the overburden layer and a 50 m water head (reflecting the water pressure of the Changxing Formation aquifer) were applied to the upper part of the model. According to the revealed faults, the dip angle of the fault is 45° and the length was set 12 m. Because only the evolution
process of roof water inrush under the influence of faults on the weakening of key layers was analyzed, the horizontal displacement of both sides of the model boundary and vertical displacement of the bottom surface were constrained, and fault parameters were set based on the weakening element method. The plane strain model was adopted for calculation. Due to the boundary effect, 50 m coal pillars were reserved on the left side of the model, and continuous excavation was carried out starting from the second step, with 10 m excavated at each step. The simplification of the established numerical calculation model is shown in Figure 5, and the attributes and physical and mechanical parameters of the rock strata in the model are shown in Figure 1.

4.3. Evolution of the Shear Stress Field in the Surrounding Rock of the Roof. Since a rock mass occurring at the intersection of the maximum and minimum principal stresses is highly prone to failure and the failure form mainly involves shear failure [35], only shear stress characteristics were analyzed. Four measuring points in the roof of the coal seam were set for y-direction displacement monitoring at the 60 m level (without fault influence), 20 m level (with minor fault influence), 10 m level (affected by the fault), and 0 m level (fault layer). The monitoring results are shown in Figure 6(d). As shown in Figure 6(a), the roof of the coal seam is affected by mining, and the maximum principal stress is distributed at the junction of soft and hard coal rock layers and the face of the mined-out area. With eastward advancement of mining, the stress in the roof shear stress concentration area uniformly increases, deformation of the surrounding rock continues to develop, and the overall failure range increases by a small margin. As shown in Figure 6(b), fault activation is clearly observed. A stress concentration distribution area emerges in both the upper and lower areas of the fault, and the stress concentration area is connected to the working face. Fractures become connected with the fault and vertically develop toward the lower part of the key stratum. Subsequently, the activated area of the fault rapidly increases, and the surrounding rock fails and releases pressure, leading to expansion of the unconsolidated zone to greater depths. The response of the separation zone in the upper part of the fault is notable, which leads to the highest transverse development speed of the fracture in the upper part of the fault, and a longitudinal fracture gradually develops through the aquifer. With intensification of microfracture events, the seepage and scouring effects of karst water in the aquifers on the fracture result in deterioration of the mechanical properties of the fault, and the fracture rapidly penetrates through the working face and fault. As shown in Figure 6(c), the working face fissure eventually becomes connected with the fault fissure, the fissure in the upper part of the fault suddenly develops upward along with the fracture in the key stratum [36], and the phenomenon of a sudden jump occurs. The surrounding rock is increasingly damaged to form a water-conducting fracture zone, and the development height of the water-conducting fracture zone reaches approximately 55 m. Compared to the fault-free roof during the early mining period, only one separation zone is formed in the early goaf without fault influence, and the height of the fracture zone reaches approximately 25 m, which is consistent with the height of 24.68 m of the fracture zone obtained based on the Exploration Specification of Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology in mining areas (GB/T 12719-2021).

\[
H = \frac{100 \Sigma M}{3.1 \Sigma M + 5.0} \pm 4.0, \quad (13)
\]

where \( M \) is thickness of the coal seam, m (2.88 m); combined with the analysis results shown in Figure 6(d), it is found that the displacement of the measuring point at the 60 m level...
Figure 5: Numerical calculation model.

Figure 6: Shear stress cloud map and roof displacement analysis.
steadily increases throughout the whole process, and the key stratum provides a good control effect. Horizontal displacement of the 10 m roof measuring point occurred several times under low and continuous instability, corresponding to the process in which the stress in the footwall of the fault and upper and lower parts was gradually released at the early stage of mining, fault cracks were penetrated, and the key stratum was locally damaged. The horizontal displacement of the 0 m measuring point exhibited two clear sudden changes, which were caused by the weakening control effect of the failure of key stratum and the sudden jump phenomenon attributed to the penetration of the roof water-conducting fissure zone. After the sudden jump phenomenon occurred, a high-stress concentration area was formed in the head at −10 m. After 40 steps, the displacement significantly changed. The roof closer to the fault was very prone to caving, which imposed the greatest influence on mining caving at the later stage.

Therefore, due to the presence of the key stratum, the deformation and failure of the roof are well controlled, and the development of cracks in the strata is relatively smooth. Meanwhile, the water-conducting fracture zone could not be effectively connected, which could effectively reduce the risk of roof collapse, thus reducing the possible of mine water hazard. Under the influence of faults, the roof displacement of the key stratum can vary, and three separation zones can be rapidly formed above the key stratum. The integrity of roof strata is destroyed, cracks develop, and the height of the developed water-conducting fracture is 2–3 times that of the water-conducting fracture without the influence of faults, which accelerates the formation of water inrush channels and increases the risk of a sudden influx of water from aquifers into the working face. What’s more, the closer the key stratum occurs to the fault, the larger the area of the separation zone is and the higher the risk of roof collapse is. The presence of faults significantly weakens the strength of the key stratum, greatly reduces the control effect of the key stratum on the water-conducting fracture zone, increases the damage range of the roof both horizontally and longitudinally, results in the roof most obviously sinking near the fault layer, and forms a high-stress area in the unmined roof, which creates concealed conditions for water inrush accidents at the later stage.

4.4. Damage and Failure Characteristics of the Surrounding Rock of the Roof Fault. The acoustic emission (AE) technique is an effective method to measure the deformation and failure of rock masses, so as to effectively reflect the failure process of coal roof. In the AE event diagram, the red unit indicates tensile damage, the white unit indicates compression damage, and the black unit indicates cumulative AE damage. As shown in Figure 7(a), when the working face occurs far from the fault, the roof of the goaf is not damaged, and successive AE events of compressive and tensile failure occur uniformly. As the working face was advanced, roof delamination damage was observed, roof pressure damage reduction occurred due to the overburden, and the AE events mainly indicated tensile damage. In the process of

4.5. Seepage Field Evolution of the Surrounding Rock in the Roof. The simulation results of the hydraulic gradient were analyzed (Figure 8). Under the influence of mining, the roof at the center of the goaf collapsed, along with the generation of scattered damage units, the hydraulic gradient expanded toward the roof in the middle of the goaf, but the key stratum exerted a satisfactory control effect on fracture development, and the overall hydraulic gradient curve was characterized by a small amplitude and uniform downward extension. When roof damage occurs, as shown in Figure 8(b), the water gradient curve continues below the scattered distribution of the failure unit, the hydraulic gradient curve is relatively smooth but now continues below the heading toward the fault, i.e., fault activation occurs, and
the hydraulic gradient curve changes along the direction of the fault, suggesting that fault activation seriously affects the distribution of the seepage field in the surrounding rock. At 10 m across the fault (Figure 8(c)), a wide range of fracture zones is formed in front and at the rear of the goaf. Through comparison of the front and rear of the goaf, it can be found that although the roof is significantly damaged, the front goaf experiences uniform change, while the rear goaf occurs under the influence of the fault. Moreover, the key stratum is damaged, and a water-conducting fracture zone is rapidly formed. The seepage gradient in the rock sharply increases, the water-conducting fracture zone becomes connected with the aquifer and working face, a seepage path is established, seepage fluid softens the rock mass around the fracture, and

![Image](Figure 7: Analysis of the observed AE phenomena.)
a water inrush accident occurs. In addition, the fault causes the roof in the eastern mining area to form a high-water pressure area, which reduces the security of later production.

5. Measurement of the Water-Conducting Fracture Zone and Analysis of Water Inflow in the Working Face

The high-density electrical method combined with geological data retrieved from the ZK2-5 borehole column chart was used to carry out transverse and longitudinal geophysical projections. The geophysical interpretation results are shown in Figure 9.

The above geophysical images show that the fracture zone in the mining area is irregularly developed, and concealed karst water may be widely distributed. A low-resistance zone is distributed sporadically from 0–640 m along the material detection line, which mainly involves a fissure in the Yelang Formation karst aquifer and is speculated to be a local fissure attributed to caving of the goaf roof at the early stage. At the position of the survey line from 631–1000 m, there is a strip-shaped low-resistivity anomaly, which is a fracture in the Changxing Formation aquifer. At the location of the water gushing accident in the 800 m working face, there occurs a funnel-shaped low-resistivity area, and the lower part of the low-resistivity area tends to be connected with the coal seam, which is speculated to be the water-conducting fracture zone in the working face and Changxing Formation aquifer. By analyzing the 600–900 m position in the mining area of the working face, it can be found that when the working face occurs 600–750 m from the fault, the resistance value does not change significantly, and there are no numerous fractures. The key stratum suitably controls fracture expansion. When the working face is located near 800 m (below the fault), the fissure rapidly expands, and a fissure zone is formed within a large area, generating a large funnel-shaped low-resistance area. The regional vertical distance is approximately 60 m and is tilted toward the east. This indicates that after the working face passes through the fault, the fault continuously influences the surrounding rock fissures, and stress concentration increases the extension range of the surrounding rock fissures behind the fault.

According to Figure 10, when the working face occurred 50 m from the fault on May 18, 2019, the water outflow remained stable, and the water inflow reached approximately 40 m³/h. On June 19, the mining face passed the fault by 10 m, and a large amount of water gushing suddenly occurred in the roof of the goaf, with the water amount reaching approximately 240 m³/h (i.e., the 1# water inrush point). To ensure the safety of the working face, slow manual advancement should occur. From July 22 to August 6, 30 m
through the fault, roof water inrush and slurry collapse events occurred several times in the 13–24 m section of the working face, and the roof of the working face collapsed. Each water inrush accident generated an inflow of 132 m<sup>3</sup>/h, accompanied by a gap at the support (i.e., the 2# water inrush point). The whole water inrush process was uniform before crossing the fault and surged after the fault. Combined with the above numerical analysis, it could be concluded that at the early stage of uniform water inrush, the surrounding rock was broken due to its proximity to the structural area, tectonic stress, and mining pressure, but the surrounding rock of the working face did not produce a plastic zone connected with the aquifer, resulting in a small amount of consistent water seepage. Ten meters passed the fault, the sudden jump phenomenon occurred in the water-conducting fracture zone, and karst water quickly gushed out of the working face, resulting in a sudden surge in water. At 30 m after the fault, frequent and notable water gushing occurred due to the formation of a high-stress water pressure concentration area in the working face, resulting in multiple water gushing events accompanied by slurry collapse, which is consistent with the evolution trend of the roof fracture zone in the numerical simulations.

In summary, the key stratum exerts a good control effect on the stability of the roof of the surrounding rock. In the absence of structural influence, the development height of the fracture zone is 25 m, and no water inrush accidents occur. Later, due to the influence of faults, the control effect of key strata is weakened, the height of the fracture zone increases to 60 m, and the water inflow increases greatly. Therefore, it is necessary to prospect the geological structure of working face in advance. In view of the situation that the working face encounters faults, special mining scheme should be formulated to reduce the stress concentration near the fault and prevent the occurrence of water inrush accident.

6. Conclusion

(1) Through a geological survey, it was found that there is a fault zone in the east of mining face 5914. Based
on the key stratum theory, the fine sandstone layer above the no. 9 coal seam was identified as the key stratum, and the water hazard source was determined as the Changxing Formation aquifer via hydrochemistry.

(2) The numerical simulation results of RFPA-flow show that without the influence of faults, the AE events were evenly distributed within a small range in the deep surrounding rock due to the presence of key layers. With the tunneling of the working face, the shear stress concentration phenomenon appears below the key strata, and deformation occurred at the center of the roof. The fracture zone gradually formed a separation zone below the key stratum, and the final fracture height reached approximately 25 m.

(3) Under the action of fault weakening, AE events at the early stage converged at the hinge point of the fault and key stratum and then rapidly expanded both horizontally and longitudinally. The number of AE events surged to 1150, and the observed fissures were consistent with the AE phenomenon. Moreover, the sudden jump phenomenon occurred vertically, after which the fissures quickly penetrated the aquifer and formed a water-conducting fissure zone. The height reached 60 m, which is 2–3 times as high as that in the case of no faults.

(4) In the process of working face tunneling, the hydraulic gradient curve is characterized by small amplitude and uniform downward extension due to the existence of key strata. However, when the working face is driven to the affected area of the fault, the hydraulic gradient curve extends to the working face in a large area, which increase the risk of water damage accidents in the later period.
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